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 V . W . WaA . V Â¡. 4.5mm case thickness, stainless steel finish with two color options: Black or Silver. The smart watches from the Urbane collection are perfect wearables that offer you all that you want in your everyday life. They can be used as a fitness tracker, as a step counting monitor, as a heart rate monitor and much more. They have an e-paper screen and integrate the high-precision
accelerometer and the GPS chip into the strap. Thus they can be used on the wrist or embedded into your clothes. The watch from the Urbane collection has already been awarded as the ultimate watch 2014 by one of the largest watch magazines. The price is 149 EUR. The list price is 149 EUR. If you use the paypal shopping cart, you will get our discount. Price is 149 EUR for the Studio version and
149 EUR for the Basic model. The smart watches from the Urbane collection are perfect wearables that offer you all that you want in your everyday life. They can be used as a fitness tracker, as a step counting monitor, as a heart rate monitor and much more. They have an e-paper screen and integrate the high-precision accelerometer and the GPS chip into the strap. Thus they can be used on the wrist
or embedded into your clothes. The watch from the Urbane collection has already been awarded as the ultimate watch 2014 by one of the largest watch magazines. The price is 149 EUR. The list price is 149 EUR. If you use the paypal shopping cart, you will get our discount. Price is 149 EUR for the Studio version and 149 EUR for the Basic model. The smart watches from the Urbane collection are
perfect wearables that offer you all that you want in your everyday life. They can be used as a fitness tracker, as a step counting monitor, as a heart rate monitor and much more. They have an e-paper screen and integrate the high-precision accelerometer and the GPS chip into the strap. Thus they can be used on the wrist or embedded into your clothes. The watch from the Urbane collection has already

been awarded as the ultimate watch 2014 by one of the largest watch magazines. The price is 149 EUR. The list price is 149 EUR. If you use the paypal shopping cart, you will get our discount. Price is 149 EUR for the Studio version and 149 EUR for the Basic model. What you will get: Brand: Urbane 82157476af
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